The Fourth Decade

The Hinckley Institute of Politics is now entering its fourth decade. The third decade closed with a gala dinner celebration featuring the remarks of Senator Robert Bennett. In his presentation, Senator Bennett traced the evolution of American democracy while placing it in a context of how the Hinckley student can benefit from political participation and how the nation benefits from that activity. There is one thing for sure: the fourth decade, like those before it, will focus on the student. Well established programs like internships, Books and banter, and Coffee and Politics will continue. They will be enhanced and altered to provide relevance in a new decade.

Beyond the importance of preserving the traditions of the Hinckley Institute, the fourth decade will demand attention to the changing nature of local, national, and international politics. Important questions emerge as to how best to prepare students to participate with new challenges to American democracy.

How does the political system better deal with the influence of money? With the devolution of federal power? With the limitations of American power on the international front? With new, and sometimes negative, campaign techniques? With representation of the people? With the need to make Washington fiscally sound? And, perhaps most importantly, how to restore faith among the people in their government?

To help students study these questions, and to prepare to deal with them in their political careers, guest speakers, forums, book reviews, symposium and other programs must concentrate on these procedural questions of American democracy. Current and breaking political news stories must then be woven into the presentation.

There is no doubt that the Institute’s founder Robert H. Hinckley would have been concerned and troubled about many of the twists and turns of the great republic’s political system. But there is also little doubt that he would applaud and encourage youth to aggressively seek answers. And there is no doubt that he would be pleased that, in the fourth decade of his Institute, the best and brightest of the University of Utah students will approach the task with zest and determination.

by Ted Wilson, Director

Wilson Portrait
Written by: J.D. Williams, Founding Director

The mind covers a lot of topics during a 48-day hospital stay. Some of them productive. That gave me real delight during my 1994 “Fall Quarter siege in University Hospital” was the realization that Ted Wilson, 10th anniversary as director of the Hinckley Institute would occur in June of 1995...and that we had a tradition to keep.

That tradition was started in the 1970’s by founder Robert H. Hinckley who commissioned portraits of the Institute’s directors on their tenth anniversaries. The first two by Alvin Gittens of yours truly and Dr. R.J. Snow hang in the Hinckley Caucus Room.
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I tried the idea on Bob Hinckley, Jr., who then touched the "key bases" and came back full of enthusiasm. So we impaneled a team of six to give the job one by May: Bob Hinckley, the second director; R.J. Snow, Mrs. Pat Ryan, and Jayne Nelson, program directors from the Institute; Sandra Raucci of the Development Office; and myself.

The first step was assembling a jury of artist and connoisseurs—Ronnie Phillips (the Phillips Gallery and a poli-sci alumn), Kathy Wilson (one of the State's leading watercolorists and wife of the Hinckley director), Frank Sagiqusetti (curator of the U's Museum of Fine Arts). Their job was to designate the portrait painter from five whose works we selected. They chose Mrs. Galena Perov, an immi-
grant from Russia and talented portrait artist, to paint the third director of the Institute in lasting colors.

The fund-raising followed a basic plan suggested by R.J. Snow, which called for two gifts at the $2,500 level, four at the $1,000 level, etc. The fundraising was a cinch, frankly—a tribute to Ted Wilson and to great donor attention and their generosity. One donor, who had been asked for a thousand dollars donation, said "No! I want to put up a quarter of the total grand you need." Ultimately, the portrait was oversubscribed. Mrs. Perov finished her work on time and the Hinckley tradition was perpetuated when the handsome portrait of His Honor, the Mayor, was unveiled at a joyous Institute banquet on May 12, 1995. Ted's portrait now graces the north wall of the Hinckley Caucus Room, honor ing his distinguished service since 1985 in advancing the Hinckley ideal of "every student a politician."

Amy Rampton, former executive assistant for Hinckley Institute with Ted Wilson.

Hinckley Institute Announces Margaret Rampton Munk Public Policy Internship

The Hinckley Institute of Politics is proud to announce a generous gift of $26,000 from former Utah Governor Calvin L. Rampton and former First Lady Lucybeth Rampton. The bequest is in honor of their late daughter Margaret "Meg" Rampton Munk. The Rampton's gift will fund a permanent endowed fund to provide student stipends for intern service at the Utah Governor's office. It is anticipated that students will serve one quarter with three students serving per year. Governor Michael Leavitt has agreed to provide opportunities for Munk interns in his office. "I am proud to be able to provide an opportunity for young people to work in the office of the governor. It is very generous of the Ramptons to provide these funds. They know how instructive the governor's office can be and how much student interns can be of service to the state," Governor Leavitt said.

Governor Rampton said, "Lucybeth and I are happy to do this. We have always held student interns in high regard and this is one way to honor our daughter."

Margaret Rampton Munk was a student at the University of Utah from 1961 until 1964 and graduated in political science. She was also the editor of the Utah Daily Chronicle, the campus newspaper, and the valedictorian at commencement. The former director or the Hinckley Institute of Politics and University Professor J.D. Williams said, "Meg was one of the top stu-
dents I ever taught. She made teaching totally worthwhile. Not only was she a ter-
dy political science student but I remem-
ber her as a fine poet and classicist."
The Hinckley Institute of Politics Student Activity Caucus is concentrating its efforts this year to create a greater awareness at the University of Utah about politics and to increase student participation in politics. New members were chosen for the HIPSAC in April, and all have been hard at work to achieve the goal of “every student a politician.”

The new HIPSAC Executive Committee is Alix Pattison, Vice Chair, John Nelson, Vice Chair, and Rebecca Child, Secretary. The committee members who make up the HIPSAC are busy designing new programs which they will be implementing in the 1995-96 school year. The Programs Committee, headed by Phillip Simon, is working on projects in order to increase student involvement at the Hinckley Institute and throughout the field of politics. Their major undertaking for the upcoming year is a Leadership forum which will inform students on campus involvement in such organizations as the Bennett Center and ASUC.

Stacey Lee, the Internships Committee Chair, and the members of the Internships Committee are currently evaluating the Hinckley Internships and studying new internships. They will be making recommendations for new internships in order to better fulfill the needs of students who are serving as interns.

The Communications Committee, under the direction of Chris Nelson, is publishing a HIPSAC newsletter to contact other students and student groups about the activities which the HIPSAC is participating in. They are also overseeing new members selection and distributing Hinckley information at student activities such as Mayfest, Plazafest, and Club Rush.

The HIPSAC thanks the Hinckley Institute Staff for the assistance they give to us. We feel we have a great year coming full of hard work, fun, and best of all, politics.

Abrelia Clarissa Hinckley Scholarship
Awarded to First Year Law Student

Overt sexism. She served as an intern to Senator Orrin Hatch’s health team on the Labor and Human Resources Committee. Last fall she took some time to work on Bobbie Coray’s congressional campaign and conduct exit polls at the Head Start Center.

“Through the generous scholarship awarded to me by the Hinckley Institute I will be able to keep enjoying such political activities. My interest in women’s rights is one of the main reasons I am so honored to accept this scholarship. It means a great deal to know I am receiving a scholarship in the name of such an accomplished and respected woman as Abrelia Clarissa Hinckley. I am pleased to be part of the tradition of the Hinckley Institute which respects the many talents women have to offer to our society. I am committed to using this scholarship to continue the esteemed legacy of the Hinckley Institute.”

Robert H. Hinckley established the scholarship in 1975 as a memorial to his wife, Abrelia Clarissa. It is awarded to a woman graduate student whose interests, formal training and life goals include a commitment to politics and community service ideals, which guided Mrs. Hinckley’s life.

Eccles Foundation
Contributes to the
Hinckley Institute

The George S. and Dolores Doré Eccles Foundation made a substantial contribution to the Hinckley Institute this year. The foundation provided the support that will allow fifteen additional interns to travel to Washington, D.C. This year the institute has seen a greater student demand for internships. Part of this increase can be attributed to the natural growth of the university, but there is also a discernible reawakening of interest in political matters among our students. This is a most encouraging trend given the wide-ranging aspects of political apathy and apathy in the nation. The generous donation of the Eccles Foundation has secured the necessary funds to support these "re-awakened" students.

The Eccles Foundation also contributed the necessary funds to upgrade the computer technology at the institute. The institution now has access to a new world of political information, media, instructional services, and desktop publishing through the new computers. The upgrade was greatly needed and immensely appreciated.

The Hinckley Institute Staff and interns would like to thank the George S. and Dolores Doré Eccles Foundation for their generous support.
Interns Serve at the State Legislature

The legislative intern training class which is offered fall quarter serves as the preparatory course for the interns who will serve in the state legislature during winter quarter. The class covers Legislative behavior and organization; bill and act process; staff agencies of the legislature; research techniques; press releases and constituent letter writing; and intern protocol.

Senator Scott Howell (D) said, "the Hinckley Institute program for interns is the most significant and valuable tool we have at the legislature. Without the quality interns which the Hinckley Institute provides us with we would not be able to fulfill the many demands placed upon us."

Jennifer Moore served as an intern for Dave Jones (D) and found it to be both fascinating and at times scary. "At the last minute Dave sent me to speak to a group. He helped me prepare a speech and handouts and sent me on my way. I completed the speech and then took several questions from the group. I knew I had accomplished something when the group endorsed the bill which I spoke on." Jennifer also interned at the Eagle Forum and the Democrats.

Freshman Senator Dave Buhler (R) said that the interns "serve as the equivalent of a congressional Administrative Assistant, Legislative Director, Consultant Services Director, and Press Secretary all rolled into one."

President Lane Beattie of the Utah State Legislature once stated, "You can memorize and study all of the flow charts in the world about how a bill becomes law, but you won't understand anything about the legislature until you personally participate in one way or another."

Michael Osterniller who served with President Beattie call the internship experience "unique and a real life insight into politics that otherwise could never be attained. I did memorize the flow charts of how a bill becomes a law, but it was not until I finished studying it and started living it that I really began to understand the legislative process."

Decoy Peal likened interning with the House Minority Leadership to the Adventures of Don Quixote. "Some battles were fierce. It only in our eyes, while others were at real as real battles get. And although we were not able to right every wrong, what a fantastic opportunity and incredible experience the internship turned out to be, and I am a better man because of it."

Bill Rishel Memorial Loan Recipient

Sharon Holbrook, a major in political science, was awarded $2000 from the Bill Rishel Memorial Loan. Sharon is currently employed by the David Eccles School of Business as an intern in the Development/Alumni Relations office. She is responsible for research, coordinating functions for business committees and student groups, as well as being a staff writer for the School of Business newsletter Business Review. It was a wonderful experience for me that has had a great impact on my life. In fact, it was the precursor to my wanting to enter some facet of Public Administration."

"I want to take this opportunity to thank the Hinckley Institute for bestowing upon me this wonderful honor. With only a little over a year until I graduate, this loan has come at the perfect time in my academic career, and will enable me to fulfill my requirements for graduation. My deepest thanks to the Rishel family."

Virginia Rishel set up this memorial loan in honor of her father Bill Rishel. The Bill Rishel Memorial Loan is given to encourage women to pursue political and public service careers.
Scott M. Matheson Leadership Forum
Hosts Idaho Governor Cecil D. Andrus

and 1990. He was senior governor in the United States in length of service. He served as Secretary of Interior in 1977 when he resigned as governor to accept the position.

Governor Andrus had a busy schedule during his visit to the University of Utah. He gave the gavel lecture for a political science class, presented the more formal Matheson Leadership Forum lecture, and then attended a luncheon with members of the faculty and staff of the Hinckley Institute, the Hinckley Student Advisory Committee, Matheson Leadership Forum board members, and the Matheson scholarship recipients, past and present. Several of the Governor’s Utah friends were also in attendance.

At each of the events, Governor Andrus presented an insightful overview of his years in public office with particular emphasis on issues affecting the West. He spoke of the qualities citizens expect in their leaders. “They want common sense and basic candor in high places. They want to see real problems fixed in responsible ways. I think they want us to be true to our roots.” His words reflect the type of leadership that Governor Cecil D. Andrus has given.

The Matheson Leadership Forum was established in honor of the late governor, with the goal of enabling former elected officials to reflect, write and speak about their experiences once they have left office.

Scott Finlinson Awarded Hinckley Scholarship and Bamberger State Policy Internship

Scott Finlinson

Scott Finlinson, an Economics major, was chosen for the 1995 Robert H. Hinckley Graduate Scholarship for men. Finlinson graduated Cum Laude with a Bachelor of Science degree in Economics in June of 1995. He has been accepted to the University of Utah College of Law and will start in August of 1995.

“The Hinckley Institute of Politics made my college experience rich and rewarding. It opened many opportunities for me.” During his undergraduate work at the University of Utah, Finlinson was very involved in the Hinckley Institute serving as the Legislative Intern Supervisor during fall and winter quarters 1994-1995. The Governor Simon Bamberger Internship in State Policy was awarded to Finlinson, giving him the opportunity to serve as Supervisor. Serving as Supervisor he helped arrange speakers for the fall 1994 training class and assisted in grading and assigning interns to their legislators. During the session he advised the students and helped them with occasional problems. “I wanted our interns from the U. to be the best. During the training course I tried to give them the nuts and bolts of what they would really need to know beforehand, so that when they got up there, they could hit the ground running, and really be the best.”

During the 1994 legislative session, Finlinson served as Senator Havre J. Barlow’s intern. Scott was Senator Barlow’s last intern. At the end of the session Senator Barlow announced that he was retiring after serving 42 years in the state legislature.

Finlinson has also been a member of the Hinckley Institute of Politics Student Advisory Committee, he served as ASUU Liaison. In this capacity he organized the first joint activity with the Pre-Law Student Society, entitled “Law School Planning Day.” The event was organized to help students who plan to attend Law School.

“ar the Hinckley Graduate Scholarship for Men will really help me as I start Law School, but the real things the Hinckley Institute has given me are life changing experiences.” Scott plans to graduate form the University of Utah College of Law in 1998 and hopes to stay and practice law in Salt Lake City. He also plans to stay active in politics, whether it is through volunteering on campaigns or eventually running for office himself.

The Robert H. Hinckley Scholarship was established in 1980 by Dr. Ben D. Wood, a longtime friend of Mr. Hinckley. The scholarship is given to male graduate students who share Hinckley’s ideals and seek careers or professional involvement in government or politics.

The Bamberger Internship is funded through a grant from the Herbert I. and Elsa B. Michaels Foundation, a longtime benefactor of the University. Elsa Bamberger Michael was a direct descendant of Simon Bamberger, Utah’s fourth governor from 1916 to 1920.
Scott M. Matheson Leadership Forum Scholarships Awarded

Vandna Sinha

Vandna Sinha and Lee Wright each received a $3000 Scott M. Matheson Leadership Scholarship. Maxine Margaritis received a Study Grant for $1000.

Vandna is a double major in economics and community action which is a bachelor of University Studies degree that takes an interdisciplinary approach to studying the ways in which residents of urban communities can act to improve their social and physical environments as well as their political and economic situations.

Vandna spent the summer in San Francisco working for Habitat for Humanity as part of the Lowell Beaupre Summer Fellowship Program. She was responsible for volunteer coordinating and community organizing.

"I am honored to have been selected as a Matheson Scholar. The Matheson Leadership Forum has provided me with the opportunity to focus my energy and attention on my studies and other University activities. I am grateful for this and for the support and caring that I feel they have extended me."

Lee Wright

Lee Wright, an English major, is honored to be associated with the Matheson tradition of excellence as one of the scholarship recipients. "This scholarship will allow me to focus on excellence in my attempt to contribute to our community, state, and nation emulating Governor Matheson and his family who continue to have an impact."

Wright is interested in continuing to work for welfare reform, as he has done in the past, working as a research assistant at the Social Research Institute, a branch of the Graduate School of Social Work.

Lee is a devoted husband to Tricia Strell and father to his new son Dalin. Wright is also a role model to 18 young men serving as their Scout Master. "I have taken this position in order to help make a difference in a one on one environment with a group of young men."

Maxine Margaritis

Maxine Margaritis is an English major who has had more than 15 years of professional experience in the non profit sector primarily in youth leadership development, volunteer human resources, and board and fund development.

Margaritis is looking toward a career in education where she plans to transfer her fund raising and administrative skills.

"Leadership is an art that requires discipline, creativity, and commitment. A good leader is a human being who is compassionate, has integrity, sets an example, communicates clearly, listens carefully, takes risks, effectively manages change, finds solutions to problems, accepts responsibility, generates enthusiasm and promotes involvement. The Matheson Leadership Forum and the Matheson family exemplify leadership through their interest, involvement and actions. It is truly an honor to be a part of this tradition."

The Matheson Leadership Forum was established in honor of the late governor, with the goal of enabling former elected officials to reflect, write, and speak about their experiences once they have left office. It has since broadened to offer scholarships to encourage students toward public service and extraordinary leadership in the tradition of Scott M. Matheson.

Heritage Foundation Intern Awarded Ben D. Wood Internship

Sarah Doxey was awarded the Ben D. Wood Internship to the Heritage Foundation for her work during Fall quarter 1994. Doxey worked as a staff assistant to the President of the Heritage Foundation.

Doxey was responsible for the reading, screening, and selecting news articles of current interest for reading by the President of the Foundation. As an assistant to the President, Sarah was responsible for providing the research to be used by the President for the orientation conference for the newly elected 104th Congress.

"Robert Blatz, Assistant to the President and Sarah's supervisor, said "ability to work with others while getting the job done"..."

"The greatest asset Sarah had was her ability to work with others while getting the job done on time and getting it done right. Sarah has been the best intern we have had during my two year involvement with the Hinckley program—and she has had some very tough competition."

The Ben D. Wood Memorial Endowment supports and recognizes outstanding students serving public policy internships in Washington, D.C. Funding was provided through a major grant from Wood, a longtime friend of Robert H. Hinckley with 80 matching funds.
Melyssa Romney Bae B. Gardner Intern for Public Policy

Melyssa Romney

S. Melyssa Romney was awarded the 1995 Bae B. Gardner Public Policy Internship at the U.S. Department of the Treasury.

Melyssa interned in the Office of the Curator at the United States Treasury Building. She worked coordinating tours, with which come the responsibility of working with the U.S. Secret Service. "I have to be able to set-tell ghost-like stories about the enchanted two-hundred year old building."

"As an intern for the Hinckley Institute, I thought, coming in that I would have an affect on the Treasury. That I would change the world. I loved being there and all the experiences that made me come to the conclusion that I am not the one who necessarily needed the Treasury, but it's this opportunity that has changed me."

The Bae B. Gardner Internship for Public Policy was established in 1990 to honor the former Hinckley Institute assistant director. Past interns have contributed over $17,000 toward the internship endowment fund.

Megan Sherry works as ABC News Intern

Megan Sherry

Megan Sherry, a senior majoring in Organizational Communication was chosen to intern at the ABC Washington News Bureau for winter quarter 1994.

Megan served as the production intern for Nightline with Ted Koppel where she worked on research and as a production aide. "To be able to spend a quarter working with some of the most outstanding people in the television news profession was one of the major experiences of my life."

Working as an intern Megan gained a great deal of insight into the profession. She is currently working towards completing her degree at the University of Utah and working ahead in the Television Industry. She would also like to return to Washington someday and pursue a career there.

"I found that if I commit myself to a particular goal or set of goals, I can succeed. It is all a matter of setting your mind to the issue, and focusing on it. It also helps to have an organization such as the Hinckley Institute to help these goals achieve fruition."

The William H. Lawrence Internship provides students with a political/communication emphasis the opportunity to spend winter quarter in Washington, D.C. at the ABC News Bureau. The internship was established in honor of William Lawrence, a political reporter for ABC. Lawrence was a close friend of Robert H. Hinckley, founder of the Hinckley Institute and one of the founders and first vice presidents of ABC.
Truman Scholarship Given to Meredith Moss

Meredith Moss, senior in Political Science and English, was awarded a 1995 Harry S. Truman Foundation Scholarship. The Truman Foundation was established by Congress in 1975 to honor college students who have outstanding leadership potential, plan to pursue careers in public service, and wish to attend graduate school. The scholarship will provide up to $30,000 for Moss' senior year of study at the University of Utah and graduate school studies at the institution of her choice, covering tuition, books, and living expenses. In addition, the Foundation held a week-long seminar in leadership and public service in Independence, Missouri this past spring, where all of the 85 Truman Scholars elected this year met with leading public servants, policy makers, and graduate school representatives to discuss policy issues and life plans.

President Smith with Meredith Moss

A native of Salt Lake City, Moss has been very involved in University and community affairs throughout her college career. Moss took advantage of the Hinckley institute's internship program to spend seven months in Washington, D.C. working in the Curator's Office of the Supreme Court of the United States. After her internship was complete, she stayed on in that office as a member of the staff for a short period, increasing her appreciation of the judiciary and her commitment to becoming a leader in public service. "Working in a fast-paced, highly professional environment taught me the value of high efficiency, and supervising five of my peers taught me the importance of showing my appreciation to those with whom I work."

After returning from Washington, Moss resumed her activities on campus. She served on several student advisory committees, the ASUU Government Affairs Board, and was inducted into several departmental and university honoraries. She worked in the community on behalf of the Utah Women's Political Caucus, the Utah Democratic Party, the Utah AIDS Foundation, Utahns for Choice, and other community organizations.

Convinced that public service is a crucial component in any community Moss recognizes that, to serve the best interest of the public, she must work to build coalitions for positive change. "To serve is to blend. As a public servant, I must integrate my personal knowledge and commitment into a diverse community of advocates if my dreams are to be realized. The dreams themselves are the keys; they are the vision of one person's life being affected due to my efforts."

Moss plans to attend schools of Law and Public Policy, and work to improve economic and social opportunities for families living in poverty. She hopes to be "a voice of advocacy on behalf of those who lack the resources to bring their needs to the attention of government officials and policy makers."

Moss joins eighteen other University of Utah students who have earned Truman Scholarships since 1979.

George S. Eccles Intern Jennifer Nixon

Jennifer Nixon received the George S. Eccles Internship in Business Policy for her time spent at Mondex England and Associates.

Mondex England is a consulting firm that works on government contracts that deal with USAAID. "Not only did I learn about how government works with businesses and the development of programs, I experienced the culture and history that Washington, D.C. and the East Coast has to offer."

"The most rewarding aspect of my internship was the knowledge that I was capable of handling various situations and projects. At the beginning of my internship, I was very unsure about handling specific projects on my own. By the end of it all, I was certain that my input and work was going to make a difference and that the staff at Mondex England & Associates took it to account what I had to say and do for them."

Jennifer Nixon is currently a senior Political Science student with an emphasis in Public Administration at the University of Utah. She plans to continue her education and receive a masters in Public Administration.

Jennifer Nixon
Betsy Baker

Betsy Baker, environmental geogra-
phy student was named the Robert H.
Hinckley, Jr. Environmental Intern.
Betsy served her internship with the State
Department of Environmental Quality,
Division of Air Quality. “Within the eight
short weeks of my internship with the
DAO, I basically worked on two projects:
I prepared data for a cost/benefit analy-
sis of the Enhanced Inspection and
Maintenance Program and I assisted in
writing policy statements for public out-
reach.”
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“The experience I had at the Divi-
sic of Air Quality enhanced my desire to pur-
pose natural resource management. I am
currently working as an intern again in
the State Department of Environmental
Quality, this time in the Division of
Environmental Response and
Remediation, Leaking Underground
Storage Tank Section.” Betsy will also be
continuing her education in the fall as a
graduate student in public administra-
tion at the University of Utah. She plans
to specialize in both natural resource
management and management of non-
profit organizations.

Baker has also been involved with the
Lowell Revision Community Service
Center for the past two years, first as the
director of the Student Environmental
Advocate, and currently as the Student
President. Betsy would like to continue
working to boost what she believes in,
whether that be cleaner, safer environ-
ment, a more literate population, or less
hunger and suffering in the world. We
are confident that she will succeed.

The Robert H. Hinckley, Jr.
Environmental Internship was estab-
lished by James Hinckley to honor his
father.

Robert H. Hinckley
Jr. Environmental
Quality Internship
Awarded to Baker

Rocco C. Siciliano Fellowship—Spring
Break in Washington D.C.

Back L to R: J. Adam White, Tim Cham-1
bess, Livebaugh, Shawn Collins, Emily Jensen

By J. Adam White

Thanks to the Rocco C. Siciliano
Fellowship five University of Utah students
were granted the opportunity to partici-
pate in the “Spring Break in Wash-
ington.”

Upon hearing of the existence of a one-
week internship such as the Spring Break
Academic Seminar, I grew interested in
learning more about it. In light of the fact
that I work full-time, a one week
Seminar/internship proved ideal. A stan-
dard internship would involve far more
than my schedule could allow.

I found the experience an excellent sup-
plement to my education in politics. We
spent approximately one week in
Washington, D.C. During that time, we
interviewed Senators, members of the
House of Representatives and media fig-
ures. Our seminar even included meeting
and speaking with Justice Ginsberg and journalist Jack
Anderson, there were feelings of intimida-
tion that turned out to be completely
unfounded. Getting a sense of their toots
gave an understanding of their lifetime
dedication that has lead to their amazing
and most deserved accomplishments.

While meeting with these individuals, as
well as the Congressional Representatives
of Utah, our group of five seemingly
intransigent students were treated with
absolute respect.

At a group we would discuss the issues
and related topics raised in interviews.
Heathy debates stimulated new ideas and
comprehension of political and social mat-
ters. We worked as a team and produced
quite an effective think-tank.

The process of study and learning insti-
trated almost every waking minute of our
trip.

Indeed, this internship laid the founda-
tion for increased ability to effectively
work in a political career or environment.
Even if a political career does not lay on
the horizon, this seminar allows for a basic
understanding of how our nation governs
itself.
Rocco C. Siciliano Internships Awarded

Sherikay Perry
The Rocco C. Siciliano Internships were awarded to Scott G. Snow, Sherikay Perry, and Mark Chapman.
Sherikay Perry served her internship at the U.S. Conference of Mayors. Sherikay is a marketing major with an emphasis in public relations. She hopes to attend graduate school and work towards an MBA.
Perry previously served an internship at AT&T for 1 year. She has managed to be successful with her internship and school all while financially supporting herself by working full time.
Scott G. Snow served as an intern for the U.S. Supreme Court. Scott worked as the Photo Collection intern. The internship gave him the opportunity to work with authors, newspaper and magazine writers, television producers, researchers and others in helping them obtain photographs of the Supreme Court Justices and the building itself.

Scott Snow
Scott recently graduated with a Bachelor of Science degree in Geography with a focus on Political Geography and Africa. In the fall he will begin work on his Master's degree in Public Administration at Brigham Young University's Marriott School of Management.

Mark Chapman, a mass communica-
tions student, interned in Washington, D.C. with the Senate Republican Conference Committee winter quarter 1995.

"It was an incredible time to be in Washington, especially for Republicans. There was a lot of excitement on Capitol Hill as the 104th Congress took charge."
The Senate Republican Conference provides a wide range of communication services to Republican Senators through its broadcast facilities. Chapman worked in the broadcast studio as a production assistant for news conferences and for the weekly news program "RTV". "I really enjoyed meeting the Senators as they came into the studio for a shoot. It was a lot of fun."
Upon graduation Chapman plans to attend graduate school and pursue a career in broadcast journalism.
The Siciliano Internship was set up to honor Rocco C. Siciliano by the ARA Services, Inc. Siciliano is a University of Utah graduate and Distinguished Alumnus Award recipient. His public service career includes a stint as President Eisenhower's special assistant for personnel management and an undersecretary of commerce and assistant secretary of labor. He served on the Federal Pay Board from 1971-1973.
In the past years, Siciliano has personally provided additional internship funding. The internship is given to outstanding students serving public policy internships.

Asli Seyitianoghlu Awarded Bill Rishel Memorial Internship

Asli Seyitianoghlu a double major of Political Science and Economics and recipient of a Certificate in International Relations was the Bill Rishel Memorial Intern. Asli served as an intern at Pal Tech in Washington, D.C.

"Through the great experience I had in D.C., I have made up my mind to go to graduate school." Pal Tech is a small business consulting firm with the primary business area being training, Management Science, and International development. President and CEO of Pal Tech, Omar Kader, is a former Hinckley intern.

"Through the great experience I had in Washington, D.C. I have made up my mind to go to graduate school in D.C. and get my Ph.D. in International Relations. Ultimately I would like to go back to Turkey and join the diplomatic core and Turkish politics."
The Bill Rishel Memorial Fund was established by Virginia Rishel to honor her father. It is intended to provide loans and internships to women involved or seeking careers in public service.
President's Column By Dave Gessel

I want to personally thank all of you who have made the Hinckley Institute of Politics Alumni Association (HIPAA) a smashing success in its first year. We have accomplished more than we thought possible and the credit goes to each of you who have given money, time, talent, and effort to HIPAA over the past year.

We have had great events!! The Alumni luncheon where we honored former State Senator Haven Barlow. The free reception honoring J.D., R.J., Ted and Bae where a great time was had by all who attended. The Alumni dinner where a portrait of Ted Wilson was unveiled. The wonderful success of our first Annual Dinner where the political elite of both parties gathered to poke fun at each other and politics in general while honoring Jake Garn and Wayne Owens. We look forward to the coming year where similar great events will be planned and held.

We have made great strides but we need your help to do more. We need your ideas to help pay for these events. We need your ideas as to how to make our events and HIPAA better. We need your time in planning and attending events. We need your constructive criticism into how to improve HIPAA to meet the interests and needs of the alumni. We hope you will join us in this grand adventure.

The Hinckley Institute of Politics has a special place in my heart. It gave me the vision to understand that good politics and good public policy are essential to maintaining the freedom and opportunity we enjoy in America. It has been said that our American form of government is the worst form of government... until it is compared to all other types of government currently or formerly used by man. Government “of the people, by the people, for the people” is messy. It is difficult. It can be costly. Yet, the genius of our system is that people can have a say in their own destiny. They can stand up and be counted for something. People can make a difference. This was the vision of Robert Hinckley when he established the Hinckley Institute of Politics 30 years ago... it is a vision we need even more today. This is the vision we hope to foster in HIPAA, both for the Hinckley alumni and for a broader community audience. We welcome your participation as we strive to help improve the quality and public perception of politics, politicians, and political institutions in Utah.

Winter Reception
By Greg Engerman

Bae Gardner

A Winter Reception honoring four of the Hinckley Institute’s most acquired leaders was held this past December in the Hinckley Courtyard. It would be somewhat an understatement to say the evening was a success; in fact, two hundred, past, present, and future Hinckley members and supporters took more than a few moments of a wintry evening to honor J.D. Williams, R.J. Snow, Bae Gardner, and Ted Wilson for their work at the Hinckley Institute, and for their dedication towards ensuring its success for future students.

While the words for and from those honored were both warm and eloquent, there was quite a bit of room for light-hearted talk among friends not often seen, and for recalling fond memories and great experiences associated with the Hinckley Institute. The evening was for honoring, but it quickly became an evening for getting back together. And, with the two hundred in attendance, there is, after only one such evening, talk of moving to a larger venue to handle the many who do not wish to miss this great evening.

Recalling that evening in December will long be an easy task because of the great time I had there. While it was a “winter” reception, it had a decidedly Christmas feel to it. The opportunity to honor those who have laid the path of success for me to follow, together with the time spent among old friends and acquaintances, makes me look very much forward to the next reception in late Fall or early Winter. For all reasons stated above, combined with a few of your own, I look forward to seeing you there (we’ll let you know when and where the next Winter Reception will be held.)
First Annual “Roast, Barbs, and Ridicule” Dinner

In its first year, the Hinckley Institute of Politics Alumni Association (HIPAA) set out to create an event that its members felt was lacking in Utah—a bipartisan political event with a sense of humor. This idea came to life as the HIPAA Board put together the First Annual “Roast Barbs, and Ridicule” Dinner.

Hosted by Bud Scruggs and Randy Horsluch, this first annual event honored former senator Jake Garn and former Congressman Wayne Owens. It was a night of politics and laughs with jokes equally lobbed at both sides of the aisle. “We felt that good-natured fun with a bipartisan flair was something that we could add to the political arena in Utah,” says Greg Engeman, co-chair of the event.

“We were thrilled at the turnout and at the fun that everyone seemed to have. I think that the Hinckley Institute brings out the best of the political world,” says Pam Hodge, who co-chaired the event, along with Engeman. This pair representing both political parties, gave strong leadership to a very time consuming project.

The event raised money to start internships in the names of Jake Garn and Wayne Owens, the honorees, helping the institute with its intern program. “It was more than just an enjoyable evening. All of us in HIPAA gained so much from our internships, we felt that this would be a terrific way to help the students that the institute is currently serving,” says Engeman.

The HIPAA Board of Trustees is planning to hold this event annually and hopes that those who missed it this year will attend next year. “HIPAA is a great organization and a way to keep in touch with other alumni and with the institute and its goals. I hope that people will attend our events and also become involved in the association,” says David Geisel, HIPAA President.

By: Amy Frampton

WANTED!!
Suggestions to Make the Second Annual
“Roast, Barbs, and Ridicule” Dinner
Even Better Than the First!

Our last “Roast, Barbs, and Ridicule” Dinner was a wonderful event and a fun night for everyone who attended. This dinner is to be an entertaining, bipartisan event that has a few good laughs at the expense of both sides of the aisle while bringing together the political community in Utah. To do this we need your help.

We need suggestions for:
Heats: They must be petticoats with a sense of humor who will work for cheap
Race: Must be large enough to accommodate a rowdy group of Republicans and Democrats.
Program: We need new and fun ways to entertain political animals.

We would love your input and suggestions.
Please call Amy Frampton at 524-394 and give us your ideas.
HIPAA ALUMNI NEWS!

We thought it would be fun to update members of HIPAA on what their colleagues are doing. If you have information you would like to pass on about yourself or other HIPAA alumni, please send the information to: Hinckley Institute of Politics, Attn.: HIPAA, 253 Orson Spencer Hall, Salt Lake City, Utah 84112.

1970's
Fred Pinfinson is a partner at the Salt Lake law firm Callister, Neberk & McCullah. He is a former state senator.
Randy Horiuchi is a Salt Lake County Commissioner.
Jan Graham currently serves as the Utah Attorney General.
Robin Riggs serves as General Counsel for Governor Mike Leavitt.

Connie White has recently been appointed as a Public Service Commissioner for the State of Utah. 1980's
Endy Waldholtz is the first Hinckley alumni to be elected to Congress. She represents the 2nd District of Utah.
Dave Gross is the Vice President of Governmental Relations and Legal Affairs for the Utah Association of HealthCare Providers (formerly the Utah Hospital Association). Brian Hatch is Deputy Mayor of Salt Lake City.

Frank Pignanelli is General Counsel for Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Utah. He also serves as Minority Leader in the Utah House of Representatives.
Paul Clayson is Vice President of Ferguson, Wellman, Rood, Purzy & Van Winkle, Inc., a financial investment firm in Portland, Oregon. Paul also dabbles in Republican politics in Oregon.
John Zarian is an attorney in Southern California.
Keri Strong has moved from California to Utah where he is an attorney with Stoel, Rives, Boiley, Jones and Green.
Greg Engeman is the District Director for Representative Endy Waldholtz. John Bennett is a Director of Research for The New Federalist Foundation, a new think-tank based in Salt Lake City.

1990's
Donald Dunn is working in the Office of Political Affairs in the Clinton White House.

Brinton Bohling has returned from a Peace Corp assignment in Africa and is working for the U.S. Department of Labor in Washington, D.C.
Amy Frampton is Constituent Services Representative for Representative Endy Waldholtz.
Get Involved!
Join the Hinckley Institute of Politics Alumni Association

Now that you have read about the fun and interesting things the Hinckley Institute of Politics Alumni Association (HIPAA) has already done and all of the events coming up—come join us! Just fill out the information below and send $20.00 ($10.00 if you are currently a student) for your yearly dues. We look forward to your participation and to seeing you at the next HIPAA event.

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

Phone ____________________________

Year of Graduation ____________________________

Please send this to the Hinckley Institute of Politics, Attn: HIPAA, 253 Orson Spencer Hall, Salt Lake City, Utah 84112

Hinckley Institute of Politics Alumni Association Board of Trustees

David Gessel, President
Amy Frampton, Secretary
S. Camille Anthony
Delpha A. Baird
Jennifer Beer
Rob Bishop
Greg Ewing
Fred W. Fullen
Jesse Gallegos
Rae B. Gardner
Brian Hatch
Suzanne K. Hawker
Guy M. Hicks
Pamela Hodge
Randy S. Hortachi
Denise S. Jolley
Renée Moretta
Dottt Mortensen
Amanda Pahwke
Frank R. Pignanelli
Jill Remington
Christopher F. Robinson
Laverne Alves-Snow
David Spatafore
Leigh von der Ench
Benjamin T. Wilson

Congresswoman Erőd Waldholtz, former Hinckley intern.
White House Intern Awarded R.J. Snow Public Policy Internship

Political Science student Mac Webster was awarded the R.J. Snow Public Policy Internship for 1994-95. Webster served as the intern for the White House, Offices of Public Liaison and Deputy Counsel. "Although it is difficult for someone on a short six month internship to move into one of these offices and begin doing policy work, or anything more than writing correspondence, memos, and compiling issue packets, there will never be a more amazing place to do 'intern work.'

Webster was an active member of the of the Governmental Affairs Board of ASUU, a member of the Hinckley Institute of Politics Student Advisory Committee, a member of Pi Sigma Alpha political honor society, and a College Democrat. He also earned himself a spot on the Dean's List. Mac served the greater community by working with Project Youth 2000 to promote higher education at at risk students. He also worked with Funky Sensations fundraising for a dance program that is intended to curb gang violence.

The R.J. Snow Internship was established in 1996 by former Hinckley intern to honor R.J. Snow, Hinckley Institute Director from 1975 to 1985.


'94 Fall Interns
Washington, D.C.

Verahn Anderson ............ Senator
Robert Bennett
Becky Breezy .......... Senate Republican

Jeremy C. Black ....... U.S. Supreme Court
Karen Bonnerment ........ Treasury Department
Michelle Call ....... Global Village

Communication
Kelly Chambers .......... Composting Council
Sarah E. Dossy ....... Heritage Foundation
Karleen Driggs ............. Committee for
Education Funding
Brenda J. Ersinger ......... Carpe Institute
Benjamin Fonnesbeck ....... White House
Ana Teresa Gonzales ....... Congressman
William Orton
Bryan Hale ............. U.S. Supreme Court

Kimberly Hawker .......... Senate Republican
Conference Committee
Robert W. Hogan ......... Congresswoman
Karen Sheppard
Caroline Marriott .......... Committee for
Education Funding
Nicole S. Moress .......... The Mitchell Group, Inc.
Lara Ott ................. U.S. Supreme Court
Soulthorne Phanakhone .... Simon & Company
Sherri Perry ............. U.S.
Conference of Mayors
Katie Pinock ............. Senator Orrin Hatch
Jason Pintar .......... Senator Robert Bennett
Sharone Pugh .......... Congresswoman
Karen Shepherd
Scott Snow ............. U.S. Supreme Court
Annee Stone .......... Senator Orrin Hatch
Jacqueline Theurer ......... Senator
Orrin Hatch
Shari Ann Tripow ......... PalTech
Scott Warnick ............. White House
Christopher Williams ........ Strategic and
International Studies

Local
Ken Reiche .......... Utah Division Air Quality
Brian Petersen .......... Attorney General
Kelly Burton ............. ACLU
Alissa Red .......... Utah Deseret News
E. Brigham Daniels .......... SL County
Community Services &
Economic Development Dept.
Liz Hansen .......... Utah Education
Association
Dallis Nordstrom ......... Utah Education
Association
Mindie Nielsen .......... Commissioner
Brent Overson

INTERNSHIP
Washington, D.C.
Legislative
Campaigns
Local
Special Interest

SCHOLARSHIPS
Harry S. Truman
Robert H. Hinckley Graduate
Abelina Hinckley Graduate
Scott Matheson Leadership

For further information contact
Pat Ryan - Intern Coordinator
Hinckley Institute of Politics
581-8501
'95 Winter Interns

Washington, D.C.
Ryan Anderson ............... Composting Council
Alexis Bailey ................... Global Village
Communications
Mark Chapman ............... Senate Republican Conference Committee
Melanie Conner ............... White House
Jeremy Drews ............... U.S. Supreme Court
Amanda Gibby .......... Senate Republican Conference Committee
Shandon Fowler ............... Composting Council
Nicole Huntington ......... Simon & Company
Catherine Johnson ........ Heritage Foundation
Alexander Jordan, Jr .......... U.S. Supreme Court
Robert Kirchofer ........... Senator
Steven Lambert .......... Mendez England & Associates
Daniel Loewen .......... MCD International
Stacey Lee ................... Caring Institute
Alande Louis .................. Congressman
William Orton .......... Office of the Vice President
John Nelson ............... White House
Paige Peterson .......... Treasury Department
Leslie Riley ................... U.S. Supreme Court
Aaron J. Rudd .......... ABC News Bureau
Megan Sherry ............... Senator Orrin Hatch
dustin Way .......... Congressman
James Hansen .......... Kennets "Mac" Webster
Whitehouse

'95 Utah Legislative Interns

Intern Coordinator .......... Scott Hulinson
Lauralyn Aaron ............. Sen. Joseph L. Hull
                               Sen. George Maute
Sen. Eldon A. Money
Steven Aase ............. Sen. Wilford R. Black; &
                               Democratic Caucus
Tyler Ayers ................ Rep. Christine Fox


Heather Fortuna ............. Rep. Michael Waddoups
Chad Gordon .......... Sen. Steven Poulton
Sen. Alakir Myrtn
Joshua Halverson ....... Sen. Scott Howell
Cynthia Ho .................. Rep. Eli Anderson
Rep. Tom Matthews
Will Jones .................. Rep. Tom Hatch
Rep. Michael Styler
Kendalyn Keyes .......... Rep. Mont Evans
Rep. R. Lee Ellerson
Bryan Kohler ............. Rep. John Valentine
Peter Lister .............. Sen. Blane Wharton
Sen. Mike Dimitrich
Darren Mansell .......... Sen. David Watson
Christopher Nelson ...... Sen. Brent Richards
Sen. Stephen Rees
Dallin Nordstrom ...... Rep. Frank Pugianelli
Samantha Nunley ....... Rep. Koole Johnson
Rep. Alton Bradshaw
Michael Ostermillner ...... Sen. Lane Beattie
Christopher J. Patch .......... Rep. Sue Lockman
Rep. Charles Bradford
Dustin Poole ............ Rep. Judy Buflinrich
Mindy Poole .............. Sen. David Buehrler
Sen. Al Mansell
Mark Powell ............... Rep. Sheryl Allen
Rep. Orville Carnahan
Lance Pyper ................ Rep. Raymond Short
Rep. Ron Bigelow
Kenneth Reich .......... Rep. Martin Stenness
Leslie Anne Scalley ....... Rep. Jack Seitz
Rep. Beverly Evans
Administrative/Special Interest
Kelly Burton .............. KTVU Rud Decker
Sarah Warnick ............. KTXV Chris Vancour
Matt Shaw ............... ACLU
Christopher Slottor ........ Common Cause
Richard Lloyd ............. Legislative Fiscal Analyst
Fred Ross ............... Law Enforcement
Caprice Rosa ........ League of Women Voters
Brenda Enginger ........ United Nations
Jennifer Cannon ........ Utah Education Association
Severn Roland .......... Utah Taxpayers Association
Gary Wilson .......... Fox & Company
Betsy Baker ........ Utah Division of Air Quality
Renato Deoliveira ........ Utah Cultural Alliance
Josh LaValle ............. Sierra Club
Christopher MacKay .......... Douglas Foxley
Ally Patison ........ Democratic Party
Don Mycock ........ County Commission

'95 Summer Interns

Washington, D.C.
Elliot Anderson ......... Congressman William Orton
Shaia Jo Archea ...... Senator Orrin Hatch
Jake Ashcraft .......... U.S. Supreme Court
Beth Black .............. Mendocino England & Associates
Jake Boyer ............. Foulger/Pratt
Camille Broadwater .... Global Village Communications
Justin Dickerson ......... Heritage Foundation
Eros Draper .............. Composting Council
Kelli Eardley ............. Camp Institute
Phillip Geurts ......... Senator Orrin Hatch
Matthew Jensen ......... Senator Robert Bennett
Meg Madison .......... Congressman James Hansen
Kantbear Maan .... The Mitchell Group, Inc.
Jeffrey Morgas .......... MCD International
Heather Ann Moos .... Caring Institute
Ralph Palka, Jr .......... Pal Tech
Melissa Jane Phillips ...... Simon & Company
John M. Pionke ......... U.S. Conference of Mayors
Ailse Redd .............. Congresswoman Enid Waltzholtz
Kami Redd .............. Committee for Education Funding
Melyssa Romero .......... Treasury Department
Anita Skeety .......... U.S. Supreme Court
Anna Kathaen Smith ...... Heritage Foundation
Katherine Van Maren .... U.S. Supreme Court

'95 Spring Interns

Washington, D.C.
Kenneth Ashton ......... MCD International
Stefan Burtis .......... Congressman James Hansen
Rebecca Child .......... Congresswoman Enid Waltzholtz
Suzanne Falck .......... Treasury Department
Ruth Ann Farnsworth .... U.S. Supreme Court
Stacey Feddern .......... Senator Orrin Hatch

Local
Mariko Shimizu ............... International Year of the Family
Barry Bowen ................... Office of the Fiscal Analyst
Brent Jensen ................. Congresswoman Endi Waldholz

Forums
Fall Quarter 1994
Peace is Possible in the Balkans
Glenn Booman Ph.D., former senior staff member, United Nations International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
Ruis Auc Kurzbaumer, assistant director, State of Utah, Division of Travel Development
Roger Paston, ip-dean, History Department, U of U
Izabella Roth, associate instructor, Geography Department, U of U
Beyond Liberalism and Conservatism: Institutional Alternative
"Money in Politics: A Moral Mandate for Change"
Ted Wilson, director, Hinckley Institute of Politics
"Supplements to our Special Interest Driven Legislative System"
Larry Spears, Executive Director of the North Dakota Consensus Council
"Brown Bag Lunch and Teach In: Steps for Renewing America"
John Kesler, president, The Civil Society

Winter Quarter 1995
Election 1994: How did the Press Do?
Hal Bruno, ABC News Director of Political Coverage
Dennis Alexander, associate professor, Communication Department, U of U
Wes Bowen, KUER radio, journalist, former vice-president of KSL
Bobbi Corey, candidate for U.S. Congress, 1994
Bad Scruggs, assistant professor, Political Science Department, BYU
Ted Wilson, director, Hinckley Institute of Politics, U of U
Legislative Wrap-Up
Senator David Buhler (R)
Senator Scott Howell (D)
Rep. Christine Fox (R)
Rep. Frank Pignanelli (D)

Spring Quarter 1995
Who's Entitled to What? Cutting the Federal Budget Deficit
Gov. Norman Bangerter, Concord Coalition
Senator Ken Swan, American Association of Retired Persons
Dr. Scott Williams, director, University of Utah Division of Family and Health Services
David Nielsen, Political Science

Student, U of U
Robert Huefner, moderator, Political Science Department, U of U
Anarchy or Democracy? Africa: A Conquest at the Crossroads
Andre Drummer, South African business, current BYU student
David Dolson, BYU student
Bob Kayihura, BYU student
Danny Snow, BYU student
Marilyn Wilkinson, BYU student
Margaret Wooley, BYU student

Where's the Affordable Housing
Kristi Johnson, program director LIFECARE SERVICES
Doretha Leonard, housing specialist, Salt Lake City Community Action Program
Lara E. Lee, director, Vision of Altitude
Richard Smith, Assistant Director of Residential Living
Matt Minkovich, director, Catholic Community Services

Outbreak: The Food We Eat
Ted Wilson, director, Hinckley Institute of Politics, U of U
Dr. Joseph Minar, executive director, City-County Health Department of Utah County
Dr. Marion Woods, Division of Infectious Diseases Commissioner Mary Callaghan, Salt Lake City County Commission
Mayor Deedee Corradini, Mayor Salt Lake City
Dr. Thomas L. Schwenker, director Salt Lake/County Health
Wanda Updike, Assistant Professor of Medicine, School of Medicine, U of U
Ed Yates, reporter, KSL Television

Governor Norman Bangerter and Dave Nielsen
Coffee & Politics

The world comes here

Fall Quarter 1994
Hosts: David Nielsen & Alecia Thompson
U.S. Business Opportunities in India
Sushil Dubey, Consul General of India, San Francisco
Campaign '94: The Race for the U.S. Senate
Pat Shea (D)
The Integration of the Islamists: Islamic Political Movements in Contemporary Arab Politics
Gufrun Kramer, Professor of Islamic Studies, Penn University, Germany
Term Limits Debate
Speaker Rob Bishop, Utah State Legislature
Bart Grant, executive director, Utah Term Limits
The Nation's Economy
Laura D'Andrea Tyson, chair, Council of Economic Advisors, White House
Campaign '94: The Race for the Salt Lake County Commission
Commissioner Randy Horichi (D)
Gene Whitmore (R)
Campaign '94: The Race for Utah's 2nd Congressional District
Merrill Cook (D)
Rep. Karen Shepherd (D)
Enid Greene Waldholz (R)
Campaign '94: The Race for Utah's 3rd Congressional District
Rep. Bill Orton (D)

Jim Bradley, Mary Callaghan, Host: Alecia Thompson

Intellectual Currents in the Mushiq and the Rise of Religious Thought
Dr. Abdullah Hanna, Damascus, Syria
Wilderness in Utah
Ken Rait, director, Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance
Debate: Utah 2002 Olympics—Going for the Gold
Sims Jardine, general council, Salt Lake City Bid Committee for the Olympic Winter Games
Steve Pace, Utah's for Responsible Spending
How to Shake the President's Hand
Donald Dunn, Special Assistant to the Political Director, White House, for- mer Hinckley intern
Reflections on a Political Career in the Changing West—a Scott M. Matheson Leadership Forum
Governor Cecil Andrus (D-ID), 1994
Scott M. Matheson Leadership Forum Scholar; former, Secretary of the Interior

Lt. Governor G Rene Walker

Middle East Peace Process: Accommodating Islamists and Integrating Israel
Omar Kader, president, Pal-Tech Inc

Winter 1995
Hosts: Gayne Adams & Philip Simon
The Republicen Tahoeover: Symbolism or Substance
Tom Korologos, president, Timmons and Company, Washington, D.C.
Welfare Reform: Get Real
Shirley Weathers, research director, Utah Issues
Reflections on Peace with Syria
Ambassador Walter Eytan, the first director of Israel's Foreign Office
The Link Between Domestic Violence and Welfare
Ruth Brandwein, Belle S. Spafford Endowed Chair, Graduate School of Social Work 1994:55 and 1995:86, U of U
Economic Development: Too Much, Too Soon?  
Joly Hickey, senior vice president, Business Services

Gender Politics in Asian Governments: India, China, and Japan  
Professor Bhuvan Chandel, Department of Philosophy, Panjab University Chandigarh, India

Citizens’ Legislative Council  
I Know that Guy!  
Commissioner Randy Hurtubis (D-Salt Lake County)

Do the Tax Cuts Affect You?  
Robert C. Steiner, Utah State Senator (D-District 1)

Fighting the Little Guy  
Ron Yenich, attorney

Social Protest in China and Europe: Implications for Comparative History for Social Theory  
R. Bin Wong, associate professor of history, director, Forced Research Group in East Asian Studies, director,
The influence of the Media in the 1996 Election
Rod Decker, reporter, KUTV News
International Monetary Turmoil: Who Governs the System?
Peter Loebel, visiting assistant professor, Political Science Department, U of U
The Role of the United States Attorney's Office
Scott M. Matheson, Jr., U.S. Attorney

The Hinckley Institute of Politics presents our Coffee and Politics and Forum programs in 255 Orson Spencer Hall. For further information call 503-8501.

Senator Robert Bennett, Host: Micah Halverson

Report from ABC News
Megan Sherry, ABC intern
U.S.-Japan Power and Culture Relations
Masao Miyoshi, Hajime Mori, professor of English & comparative literature, University of California at San Diego
The First 100 Days
Congresswoman Ezid Waldholtz (R-UT)
Peace is Coming to the Middle East
Wayne Owens, former U.S. Congressman
Our Women/Their Women: Symbolic Boundaries, Territorial Boundaries and Violence in the Balkans
Julie Mostov, associate professor, history & politics, Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Spring 1995
Looking at the Sun: The Rise of the New East Asian Economic and Political System
author James Fallows
book review by: Ross Indeben, professor, Political Science Department, U of U

Fall 1994
Strangers in the Senate: Politics and the New Revolution of Women in America
author Senator Barbara Boxer
book review by: Ulene Walker, Lieutenant Governor, Utah

Winter 1995
An Environment for Mavder
author and lecture by: Rod Decker, reporter, KUTV News
The Bell Curve
authors: Richard Herrnstein and Charles Murray
book review by: Pat Shea, adjunct professor, Political Science Department, U of U

The Hinckley Institute of Politics presents our Coffee and Politics and Forum programs in 255 Orson Spencer Hall. For further information call 503-8501.

Spring 1995
Looking at the Sun: The Rise of the New East Asian Economic and Political System
author James Fallows
book review by: Ross Indeben, professor, Political Science Department, U of U

Fall 1994
Strangers in the Senate: Politics and the New Revolution of Women in America
author Senator Barbara Boxer
book review by: Ulene Walker, Lieutenant Governor, Utah

Winter 1995
An Environment for Mavder
author and lecture by: Rod Decker, reporter, KUTV News
The Bell Curve
authors: Richard Herrnstein and Charles Murray
book review by: Pat Shea, adjunct professor, Political Science Department, U of U
Hinckley Institute of Politics Donors 1994-95

Corporate/Foundation Donors
American Express Foundation
Ballard, Spahr, Andrews & Ingersoll
Bank of Utah
Barter & Jorgensen Advertising
Capitol Committee
Chiropractic Health Plan, Inc.
Dan Jones & Associates, Inc.
Fox and Company
Geneva Steel
George S. and Dolores D. Eccles Foundation
The Marion D. & Maxine C. Hanks Foundation, Inc.
Hatch Election Committee
Hinckley Dodge
Insight Research, Inc.
Intermountain Health Care
Lowell S. Peterson Investments
Ovios for Congress
Pat Shea for Senate
Purser & Edwards
Reader's Digest Foundation
S.I. and J.E. Quinney Foundation
Standard Optical
Sunbase Group Incorporated
Union Pacific Corporation
Utah Auto Safety Dealers Association
Utah Association of Realtors Inc.
Utah League of Credit Unions
Utah Hospital Association
Utah Republican Party
Utah State Association Plumber & Pipelayers

Friends of the Institute
Caroline L. Allen
Harvey and Bonnie Barlow
Bonnie J. and H. Brent Beasley
G. Scott Bieden
Robert F. Bennett
Wallace R. and Elynn Bennett
Thomas G. and Lyndia R. Bergren
Peter & Marry Billings

Joseph E. Black
John S. and Margaret S. Boyden
R. Bradley
Rodney H. Brady
Cole R. Gaperin
R. Don Cash
Paul Clayson
Cheri Lynn Colley
Jim W. Cox
ian and Annette Cumming
Honorable Scott J. Davies
Food and Christine Decker
Tom Dolan
Richard W. Driscoll
Mathew M. Durham
Lyndia A. Easty
Janis and Richard Ferre
Joseph P. Firmao
Arthur L. Flanagan
Jesse Gallegos
Bae B. and M. Kelly Gartiser
David F. Gardner
Ken C. and Carolyn B. Gardner
Patricia Geary
James D. and Patricia C. Gilson
John Gunther
Timothy L. and Suzanne Hawker
Anne H. Hinckley
James and Carolyn Hinckley
Fred R. Hinckley, Jr.
Robert H. Hinckley, Jr.
in memory of Marian Scowcroft
David A. and Patricia Holbrook
E.B. Hopkins
Wayne K. Horiuchi
Dixie and Robert Hufnagel
Boyer and Pat Jarvis
Dorothy G. and Wayne H. Johnson
Dan Jones
L. Kent and Jane Kimball
Steven D. Kohler
Tom Korolos
Jack Lant
Laura J. McDermid

Lorna H. and Stephen D. Matheson
Robyn K. and Scott M. Matheson, Jr.
Larry H. Miller
Allan J. Moll
Douglas M. and Lisa Monson
David M. and Cheri Ann Muir
Kerri Christenson Nakamura
Cynthia Lynn Naprstek
Jayne and Jerry Nelson
Preston and Betty Hinckley Nailey
Lincoln C. Oliphant
David H. Parker
Corey A. Sue Payne
Chase Peterson
John and Carmen Piskoe
Jeanette and Norman Plebbe
Donald J. Purser
Calvin and Lucybeth Rampton
Weston Ravna
Robin Reiner
Kit and Court Richards
Gina M. Reke
Karl C. Rowe
Melodie Rydalch
William and Patricia Ryan
Rebecca Sanchez
Daniel A. Scarlet
Jeffrey K. Scott
Dorian Light Shaw
Pat Shea
Doug Short
Rocco C. Sicaiano
Laverne Snow
R.J. and Marylyn M. Snow
Eleanor Eccles and Harold J. Stoddard
Brett S. Stringham III
Linda M. Toy
Evel G. and Joseph P. Waldhoer
Olene S. Walker
Alzona W. Watson, Jr.
J.D. and Barbara Williams
Kimbali L. Young

Matheson Leadership Forum Donors

Friends of the Matheson Leadership Forum
Peter W. Billings, Jr.
Richard C. and Grace G. Brandt
Barbara Burnett
Jim Butts
JoAnn Chaver
Mona Davids
David R. Deo
Christine M. Durham
Kathleen E. Easton
W. Jeffrey Fillmore

Jo Ann R. Freed
Renee and Robert Gordon
Glen C. and Brunkel R. Husni
Richard C. Howe
Robert P. and Dixie Hufnagel
Bruce S. Jenkins
Glenn Johnson
Omar Kader
Dr. and Mrs. Hovshi Kudin
Mark Matheson and Jennifer Falk
Jim Matheson and Amy Herbener

Norma W. Matheson
Robyn and Scott M. Matheson, Jr.
Thorne Waddingham
Susan W. Walker
J.A. Wann
Setty and Frank Yanovitz

Corporate/Foundation Donors
Barter & Jorgensen Advertising
Persons, Behe & Latimer
Hinckley Institute of Politics
Alumni Association Donors 1994-95

Anthony Allam
Kim Askland, M.D.
Georgia Yardley Barker
Ronnie Jean Matheson Beasly
Brian Blake
Melindia Bodine
Richard Bradley
David Brockley
Jesse Brimhall
Dave Buhler
Marreem Casper
Cheri Coffey
Patricia Comarell
Jason Curry
Allison Kirk Dale
James F. and Candace H. Daly
Mary Divver
Theresa Duty
Tami Pack Downing
Donald Deuss
Sherri Einfelt
Wendy Evans
John Fackeer
Matthew Follett
Douglas Foxley
Matthew Gardner
Mike Gehlke
James Gilson
Carol Goode
Paxton Guymon
Brian Hatch
Timothy and Suzanne Hawker
Jerry Hayes
Earl Herberet
Steven Hill
Jessica Hobl
E. Bart Hopkin
Marie Jensen
Mary Ellen Jensen
Lloyd Jones
Kirk Jower
Omar Kader
Paul Kerry
Victoria Kidman
Margaret Hilliard-Lazereby
Sharon & William Matthews
Howard Menides
Ralph Morrison
Meredith Moss
Wayne Middletton
Doug Monson
Jeanette Moscillo
David Moir
Kerri Christenson Nakamura
Stuart Nelson
Allison Nunley
Stephen Owens
Alys Pattison
Carey Payne
Todd Paedetti
Jeanette Prieb
Gina Rieke
Becky Robinson
Steve Roll
Meggie Miller Roovers
Kari Rose
Natalie Sanders
Jeffrey Scott
Melissa Scott
Linda Ann Sheldon
Doug Short
Eric Singleton
Shane Smith
Troy Smith
Laverne Alves Snow
R.J. Stow
Michael Sorensen
David Spatafore
Jason Thatcher
Heather Thompson
Linda Toy
Paulette Utsa
Wendy Walters
Joseph and Eulid Waldholtz
Lotti Wasm
Constance White
Kevin Williams
Scott Williams
Timothy Zoph
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Rebecca Argyle, Chair
John Nielsen, Vice Chair
Rebecca Child
Michelle Clark
Justin Dickerson
Wendy Evans
Shannon Fowler
Amanda Gibby
Josh Halverson
Vu-Wen Hwang
Kendalyn Keyes
Stacey Lee
Jennifer Moore
Chris Nelson
Dallas Nordstrom
Alyx Pattison
Cori Petch
Jason Pulley
Ken Reich
Phillip Simon
Katherine Van Maren
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Hinckley Institute Advisory Board

Desmond Barker, former presidential advisor
Tim Crambles, admissions counselor/student recruiter
High School Services U of U
Frances Farley, former Utah State Senator
Alex Hartado, chair
Job Training Coordinating Council of Utah
Governor Mike Leavitt
Stan Parrish, chair, Republican Party of Utah
Rosenamed Rendos, community representative
Dr. R.J. Snow, Advancement Vice President Brigham Young University
Leigh von der Ech, director, Utah Film Commission
Ted Wilson, director, Hinckley Institute of Politics
Mike Zuhdi, chair, Utah Democratic State Committee

Hinckley Institute Governing Committee

Robert H. Hinckley, Jr., chairman
Irwin Altman, professor, Department of Psychology
Colleen S. Kennedy, dean, Graduate School of Education
Donald W. Hanson, chair, Department of Political Science
Bae B. Gardner, former assistant director,
Hinckley Institute of Politics
Donna Gelland, dean,
College of Social and Behavioral Science
James S. Hinckley
Robert H. Hinckley, III
Arthur K. Smith, president, University of Utah
Lee Tettelbaum, dean, College of Law
Ted Wilson, director, Hinckley Institute of Politics

Hinckley Institute Endowed Internship & Scholarships

Governor Simon Bamberger Internship in State Policy
Brookhaven High School Participation Internships
George S. Eccles Internship in Business Policy
Bae B. Gardner Public Policy Internship
Abelia Clairisa Hinckley Graduate Scholarship for Women
Robert H. Hinckley Graduate Scholarship for Men
Robert H. Hinckley, Jr. Environmental Internship
William Lawrence ABC Internship
Scott M. Matheson Leadership Forum Scholarship
Senator Frank E. Moss Internship on Caring
Paul Porter Internship
Margaret Rampton Monk Internship
Bill Nashel Memorial Fund
Rocco C. Siciliano Public Policy Internship
R. J. Snow Public Policy Internship
Ben D. Wood Internship